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“The wandering poet”
Depictions on ancient Javanese relief panels
Lydia Kieven
ABSTRACT
pendopo,
panakawan

artefacts are scattered in museums all over the world: the majority in Trowulan,
order of the panels is a challenge.
journeys through landscape and nature. These exercises will provide some
conclusions about the function of landscape and nature in the reliefs and their
including the documentation practice of the colonial Dutch and Indonesian
Archaeological Services.
A number of the panels have been documented by the OD (Dutch
Jinggo in Trowulan. In my paper, I call the reliefs under investigation the
time to do so.

KEYWORDS

can be found at the end of the article.
© 2022 Faculty of Humanities, Universitas Indonesia
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INTRODUCTION
In 2000, a group of art-historians of ancient Javanese art, including the author,

to understand the original story, the function, and the provenance of these

museums in Indonesia, and in situ at the temples in Trowulan is impossible for
contribution to the understanding of ancient Javanese art as the expression
about the possible “story” behind the panels and to present some examples
of matching panels.1
My investigation is based on the visual presentations and their comparisons
with depictions on contemporary temples as well as on the descriptions in
Old Javanese kakawin poetry. The recent discussions on “landscape” in ancient
of nature in the relief panels.
challenge of determining matching panels and of the varying quality of the
available photographic material.

1

The idea for this research was born around the year 2000 as part of my long-term investigation

collected material and photos of the slabs in OD photos and private photographs from visits to
panels together using prints of the available photos. At one point we stopped because of other
obligations. More than 20 years later it is now time to tie up the loose ends.
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From left to right:2
Figure 1. Relief from Trowulan at PIM, depicting landscape, cobble stone path,
Figure 2. Relief from Trowulan at MNI, depicting mountains, cobble stone path, trees,
3

Figure 3. Relief from Trowulan at MNI, depicting a man and a panakawan

PREVIOUS PUBLICATION AND RESEARCH4
Early sources on the panels are: reports of the Dutch Archaeological Service

of Trowulan. Some were acquired by museums while others were given to
private collectors. Detailed data are provided in F.D.K.
. Krom
s, based on the earlier
sources and on his own visits to the museums. A.J.

the
unpublished photograph.

The abbreviations PIM and MNI are explained in the table below. OD photos are accessible
via www.digitalcollections.universiteitleiden.nl (https://digitalcollections.universiteitleiden.nl/

2

3
4

Detailed references are given in Table 1.
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PANELS AND THEIR PROVENANCE
shown in Table 1.
8

Trowulan
Pusat
Informasi
Majapahit
(PIM)
number
of p
notes on
the p

Jakarta
(MNI)

8

three
fragments
of upper
part,
two
fragments
of lower
half

today
2 p lost
in the
exhibition
in Paris
documented
by OD
photos

Surabaya
Museum
Mpu
Tantular
(MMT)

Amsterdam
Paris
Rijksmuseum Musée
(RAK)
Guimet
(MG)

Boston
Museum of
Fine Arts
(MFA)

2

2

1

complete
collection
consists of
8 p.
do not
seem to be
authentic.

no
publication

publications
photos

1

the author.
Research is
required,
by access to
inventories.

Pauline

not

Scheurleer

personal
information
Scheurleer

be used in this article.
In the table, p refers to panels.
8

the storeroom. The total number of the panels on display might indeed be thirty-six. Therefore,
either twenty-four pieces must have been added to the collection since 2000 or they were not
documented in the old inventory.
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Trowulan
Pusat
Informasi
Majapahit
(PIM)

Jakarta
(MNI)

measures

Surabaya
Museum
Mpu
Tantular
(MMT)

Amsterdam
Paris
Rijksmuseum Musée
(RAK)
Guimet
(MG)

no data
available

no data
available

Boston
Museum of
Fine Arts
(MFA)

no data
available

height

width
p inv.no.
p inv.no.
depth

no data

Table 1. Panels and their provenance.

PANELS IN PIM TROWULAN AND MNI JAKARTA10
The two collections are discussed here in one subchapter since their history,
data, and sources overlap.
Some of the panels in PIM and all of the MNI panels are documented in
discovered more recently are not accessible online. During my visits to PIM
more panels.11

the measurements included in this table are incomplete.
My detailed information on the previous research and data on the PIM and MNI collections
provides material for future research. Although probably tedious for the uninitiated, this
comprehensive outline of material has not been published so far.
11
Unfortunately, the PIM list of 2000 does not mention OD numbers and the descriptions
10

photographs do not allow measurements to be determined. At this point, matching the OD
descriptions with the panels in the collection seemed to be a non-starter. Not all OD photos
were accessible when I was writing this article because of the current updating of the digital
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the museum collection was relocated to the Trowulan Museum, more recently
Museum
Modjokerto” and mentions that he saw a large number (“een groot aantal
bas-reliefs which belonged to the series of reliefs from the same building as
12

The location of this building is, following

as “bas-relief”, “Afd. Modjokerto, thans Mus. Modjok”. Referring to this list, the
report mentions: “controleerde ik [...] de plaats van den z.g.n. Menak Djinggo, onder
welke eveneens een baksteenfundament gevonden is; de daar aanwezige andesiet13
steenblokken komen van een iets erachter gelegen plaats
Trawoelan, distr.
Modjokerto; thans Mus. Modjok”.
14

Since the inventory of 2000 contains only thirteen

or relocated to other places.
Genootschap and, though not explicitly stated, this probably means that they
this for future researchers.
The original site of the Trowulan panels has repeatedly been stated to be

locations of a number of panels, saying “vermoedelijk afkomstig uit Trawoelan”
Trowulan region.

12

13

hinterland”.
14

hotos.
See screenshot in the Appendix.
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“Roode Roofridder”
cannot be determined. He says that these panels were originally placed in a
continuous arrangement around the walls of a temple base and that some of
have a border on the right and two others one on the left. Krom compared

that at least two border panels were missing as he had obviously seen panels
stated that it was a pity that the series seemed to be incomplete and that more
Parthayajna
Ramayana
in this article, nearly 100 years later. However, as I am also unable to produce
research in the future.
18

East Java. The

These
collection of nearly 200 objects from
lists fourteen entries with
20

Unfortunately, Krom does not mention any inventory numbers in his descriptions of the
convolute at the time he wrote his reports.
See Appendix.

18

20
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21

has

22

23

plus

.

The total
number of panels at MNI considered in this study is nineteen. A few of the
24

PANELS AT MMT SURABAYA

reliefs. The style and iconography of only two of the panels seem to contain
pendopo and one of them clearly
museum in Surabaya. As for the six crudely carved panels, they might have
originated from another building or are perhaps more recent additions.
PANELS AT RAK AMSTERDAM

21
22

23
No data are provided about the whereabouts of any remains or whether they were totally
destroyed.
24
Unfortunately, I could not get access to data to determine whether the measurements
mentioned by Groeneveldt are correct.
A list of the numbers of OD photos and corresponding inventory numbers is in the Appendix
to this article.
For decades the panels at the MNI were exposed on the walls of the gallery around the large
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earlier literature”. This information might also throw light on the history of
other missing panels. Descriptions of the panels are given below, see Figures
30 and 31.
PANEL IN MG PARIS

and, behind him, is the left half of the body of the panakawan
a cobbled path leading up to the left. Mountains and trees are visible. In the
middle of the panel is depicted a tower-temple, the lower part obscured by
branches of a large tree. The man holds his left arm below the chest and clutches
an object which might be a palm-leaf manuscript lontar
a beard and a moustache, which is unusual for men on the Trowulan reliefs.
ketu
on which the man is also holding his left arm below the chest. This panel is
indeed similar but the tower-temple is absent.28
PANEL AT MFA BOSTON
The panel was acquired from the same art-dealer who gave the two reliefs to
Amsterdam.
pendopo
pendopo
umpak
of stones. The border of the roof is decorated with spirals. A man sits in the
left-hand part and a panakawan in the right-hand part of the pendopo, facing
each other.
The picture resembles similar ones in the PIM. However, the panakawan
moustache, similar to those shown in the MG relief. There are only few reliefs
on East Javanese temple walls which show a man with a moustache, for

COMPREHENSIVE LOOK AT THE COLLECTIONS
MNI, RAK, MG, and MFA suggest that the respective panels belong to different
relief series. I assume that they were originally either located on different sides

28

See the photo below in Series 2, Figure 11.
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of one building or on different buildings. Possibly the panels were arranged
consist of six different series.30 I shall return to my suggestion later. To resume:
since the sources available today do not provide exact information about the
locations where the panels were dug up or found, for the time being their
However, all is not lost and the limited material allows a few matching
panels to be arranged in order. I present examples of the series to demonstrate

the arrangement process, among other reasons because of the poor quality of
31

CATEGORIES OF DEPICTIONS AND THEIR ARRANGEMENTS
The major elements and categories of scenes depicted in the sixty-one panels
32

1.
2. Roughly half of the convolute has depictions of the man and the
panakawan
3.

30

border panels.
31
Some cases raise doubts about whether the measurements mentioned in the inventories are

some of the challenges facing this project.
32
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Categories

Depicted
elements

1a.

• mountains
• trees33
• cobbled

nature
total
number:
24 p

path winding
through the
landscape
• rivers, bridges

1b.
buildings

• dwellings
• hermitages
• villages
• palace

total
number:
13 p

PIM

MNI

MMT

RAK

8p

4p

2p

pendopo

2. a male

12 p

2p

1p

1p

• the man
holding one
arm in front of
his body34
•- and holding a
lontar
• the male
pointing to the
front with one
hand
•- and holding a
lontar

2

2

1

1

• male and
female persons
• sitting/
standing in or
next to a large
pendopo

3p

2p

1p

panakawan
total
number:
18 p

3. other
persons
total

33 34

33

out some research on gardens in ancient Javanese art.
It might be a lontar, but it is not clearly visible.
It might be a lontar, but it is not clearly visible.

34

MG

MFA
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Right border
panels

Depicted elements

PIM

MNI

MMT

RAK

MG MFA

4p
tentatively connected to the left

tentatively connected to the

connected to the left with
3 more landscape panels,

(OD-

RAK

panakawan crouching on the

1b

Table 3. Right border panels and depicted elements.
Left border
panels

Depicted elements

PIM

MNI

MMT

RAK

MG

MFA

3p
male and panakawan,
large pendopo, trees
dwellings, trees, path
dwellings and
pendopo of different

I assume there is a consistent arrangement of the panels: a panel depicting
the man and the panakawan is followed by two panels presenting landscapes
and nature as well as dwellings, followed again by a panel with the man and
the panakawan. Panels with other persons are interludes. In most cases, the
panakawan
of the panel and are surrounded by elements of nature or buildings/dwellings.
The direction of movement and the “reading” of the depictions is from right
to left (pradakshina

written on the stone.
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ICONOGRAPHY AND STYLE
The iconography and style of the relief depictions, in particular the human
are characteristic of the so-called “simple style” of the narrative reliefs of
This style is different from the “wayang
wayang style is used
in depictions of kakawin stories, the simple style is applied in depictions of kidung,
including Panji stories. Kidung stories and narrative reliefs have a simpler, more
down-to-earth character and the depictions of Panji stories in particular have
depicted with a stiff body posture, clad in simple attire consisting of a loincloth
and a girdle, a bare breast, with no or hardly any jewellery. The headgear is
roughly reminiscent of the cap which is typical of the Panji depictions on East
is characteristic of the Panji caps.38 The body is shown in a frontal position, the
panakawan is depicted
features of panakawan in the narrative reliefs of the time. In some cases, the man
holds an item in his left hand which, based on comparisons with other East
lontar
from other East Javanese temple reliefs as a sign of being cold and therefore
40

man holds a lontar in the other hand. In six panels the man points to the front
lontar in the
other hand. In total, ten of the eighteen panels depict the man holding a lontar.41
man
with an iconography similar to our Trowulan men, with a moustache and
42
The legs are in the posture of a person longing for
For more elaborate information on the iconography and style of narrative reliefs in the late
38

of cap in the Trowulan reliefs made me decide not to incorporate these reliefs into my study
Sri Tanjung

Sudhanakumara
Krishnayana reliefs on the Main Temple of

40

Since some of the other panels are quite weathered, they might also have depictions of lontar
which are no longer clearly visible.
42
I am grateful to Hadi Sidomulyo who provided information on this recently excavated relief
and for the excellent photograph.
41
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love
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lontar:

the girdle of his loincloth and maybe this cloth serves as a cover for the lontar.
lontar depictions in the Trowulan reliefs are more blurred, since in
outstanding evidence of the lontar. This relief offers a model for “reading” the
male in the Trowulan reliefs.

The iconography and style of the depictions of nature on the Trowulan reliefs,
for example, the carvings of trees and mountains, resemble other narrative
depictions of the simple style. Usually, the storyline of narrative reliefs is
respective scenes. In contrast to this arrangement, the Trowulan reliefs display
the predominance of elements of nature, landscape, and countryside over the
Series 1
suggestions of connections. I use a mixture of OD photos and my own
photographs, also to show the reader the different options and qualities of access
panakawan
is about half the height of the panel. The mountains and trees are depicted in
of trees, and ravines. Some of the trees are pandanus. A cobbled path on the

302
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tiny pendopo. The cobbled path on the right mid-part of the panel leads to a fourIn the right-hand part of the panel in Figure 8 stands a man holding a lontar in
his left hand and his right hand pointing to the front. He is heading towards a

Series 1

43 44

From left to right:
panakawan

43

Figure 8. Relief from Trowulan at PIM, depicting a man pointing to the front towards
44

frequent motives on the Trowulan panels and the relief carvers used similar
motifs in slightly differing versions. This can also be said for scenes with
43
44

Following the PIM inventory from 2000.
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mountains and dwellings. It is therefore no wonder that a researcher might
fall into some traps.

Series 2

From left to right:

Figure 10. Relief from Trowulan at PIM, depicting mountains and a cobble stone
Figure 11. Relief from Trowulan at PIM, depicting a man and panakawan

that the man, followed by the small panakawan, are both heading to the left.
The little panakawan is barely visible because of weathering. They are about
lontar is

The three panels seem to match and form a continued series.
13 (Series 3

pendopo, enclosed by a wall and
panakawan

304
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Series 3

with pendopo

precinct, part of a large pendopo

standing between two pendopo with four respectively six pillars. The complex
is dominated in front by a large candi bentar
of a large pendopo is visible, just its base and the edge of its roof. The continuing
panel to the right would have contained the rest of the pendopo. In contrast to the
other panels, the depictions on these two panels are extraordinarily elaborate and
possibly sacred site and therefore set apart from the other secular locations in

did not want to curtail the detailed features of the dramatic landscape. I did
entrances to the capital city of Majapahit. Maybe the depiction does in fact
represent this or another main gateway to the former capital. The comparison
with another kraton

section about buildings.

pendopo and pillars see further down in the chapter in the

Lydia Kieven, “The wandering poet”

which shows buildings accurately and an enclosing wall in realistic perspective
The two panels seem to match.
Border stones

These panels are examples of the repetitive motifs on the Trowulan reliefs,
More examples of border stones are shown below

realistic depictions of sawah

using buffaloes.
Panel Figure 18 is extraordinary, showing a man in the foreground hoeing
the ground. He is as tall as the wandering man and the short loincloth he is
The categories partly overlap.

Wacana

resemble present-day sawah agriculture in Java, still carried out on small clusters
countryside, including the activities of country people and peasants.

From left to right:

48

Figure 18. Relief from Trowulan at PIM, depicting a man ploughing, trees, dwellings.
48

Category 1b: buildings, “pendopo”, and dwellings
pendopo, dwellings, and
what might be hermitages, all carved very delicately. The perspective with which
constructions on ancient Javanese temple reliefs.
top left with four little pendopo with six pillars in a compound which seems to
have two entrances at the front. To the right is another compound with a larger,
six-pillared pendopo covered by a tiled roof, standing on a stone foundation.
In front of this ensemble is another even larger pendopo, of the same type as
the former, but more detailed. The reason might have been that the carver
wanted to depict a pendopo
and the hills are disproportionate. At the very front at the bottom of the panel
seem to be other buildings, perhaps either little tiered temples or entrance gates.
48
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The panel in Figure 20 also shows part of a large pendopo in the lower part of the
pendopo. Again, this arrangement
might have been intended to highlight the front pendopo. All pendopo are of
panel in Figure 21 has three large pendopo, with four respectively six pillars,
surrounded by small clusters of dwellings or little bale-type constructions. The
pendopo and behind him is a weathered fragment of the panakawan. It seems as
if the man was visiting a residence consisting of a number of pendopo.

From left to right:
pendopo. and elements

Figure 21. Relief from Trowulan at PIM, depicting a man heading to the left, his

of the respective edges reveals the inconsistencies. The left-hand panel in Figure
22 shows dwellings and freestanding pendopo
and mountains and at top we see part of a cluster connecting it to another part

See further down for more information on the categories and different functions of the buildings.
I shall return to the categories of buildings, following Galestin, further down in the text.
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Arjunawijaya

Kakawin Arjunawijaya, mentioning the

The clusters of dwellings, scattered in the middle of the countryside might be
pendopo, and a winding path provides a typical example of the way landscapes
fact the perspective is not realistic.
The two panels seem to match.
of the respective panels.

pendopo

pendopo: a person seated in the
left part seems to be the man who wears the typical hair dress and in the righthand half the panakawan sits on a lower level, commensurate with his servant
pendopo is encircled by cobble stones.
The architecture of the pendopo
decorative elements, indicates a high status. The right-hand part of the panel
of the great similarity of motifs, in this case of the pendopo
panakawan in a posture similar to

See the verses from the Arjunawijaya, quoted further down.

Lydia Kieven, “The wandering poet”

to the right depicting the other half of the pendopo with the man sitting in it.
In this case, the order of panels would be the reverse of the former ones. The
pendopo with a tiled roof and a man who is sitting

From left to right:
Figure 24. Relief from Trowulan at PIM, depicting the left part of a large pendopo,
pendopo
pendopo,

a panakawan
large pendopo, a panakawan
and the right part of a pendopo

pendopo

Category 2: Man with panakawan
a panakawan. All the other panels in the MNI show landscapes and architectural
structures. As usual, the man and the panakawan are heading towards the left.
The panel on the right shows pandan palms.

310
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panakawan

panakawan

The posture of the right arm held in front of the body in both panels resembles
clearly visible whether the man is holding an object in his left hand.

panakawan,

crouching panakawan

Lydia Kieven, “The wandering poet”
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through a landscape. The left-hand relief shows another man standing next to
the man and the panakawan
lontar in his hand. This third person accompanying the
the right-hand panel is the posture of the panakawan who is crouching on the
ground. The man holding a lontar
panakawan as
This panel is also an example of a right-hand border stone.

Relief from Trowulan at PIM, depicting a man and a panakawan

Right: Figure 33. Relief from Trowulan at PIM, depicting landscape with trees and

with the man and panakawan and a landscape panel. The left-hand panel shows
the man, followed by the panakawan, using his right hand as if he is pointing
lontar. The right-hand panel
pandan
right-hand panel.
There is a chance that the two slabs match.
Category 3: Other persons
The panel in Figure 34 shows a pendopo
the upper half of the height of the panel. The man and the panakawan in their
are carrying a long object on their shoulders and stand on the left-hand side
of a large pendopo in which a person seems to be sitting in the left-hand part.

312
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pendopo with two small
sitting persons, a man and panakawan standing to the right outside of the pendopo.
pendopo,
pendopo carrying an object on their shoulders.

The fact that the panel in Figure 34 is a left-border stone might be an indication
are also examples of depictions of large pendopo in the category “buildings”.
The two panels do not match.

Turning to the open question of the provenance of the convolute of the
assumption that the panels originally decorated either different sides of one
As mentioned earlier, in several cases the assignment of a depiction to one of the categories
can be ambivalent and overlapping.

Lydia Kieven, “The wandering poet”
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building or of different buildings. A comparison with the arrangement of
The Pendopo Terrace has eighty panels, placed on each of the four sides of
respectively six panels each, the long eastern side has thirty-nine panels, the
twenty-seven panels.
In this arrangement there are six right border panels and six left border
about ten or more panels have been lost, the complete number could have been
roughly the same as on the Panataran Pendopo Terrace. The building certainly
had at least one or two staircases. On a building with one staircase and relief

eventuality, the number of extant border panels of the Trowulan reliefs is
incomplete. The panels on the Pendopo Terrace at Panataran have different
In a nutshell,
as the Trowulan reliefs also have different heights, they could have come from
one building, on which they would have covered different sides. However, it
is also still possible that the panels are from different buildings.
The extant border stones of the Trowulan reliefs present the following
dwellings or the two men in a landscape. The far-left edge ends with dwellings
or a larger pendopo. It seems that the two protagonists leave an inhabited or

A common characteristic of all reliefs is the mixture of non-naturalistic
and naturalistic depictions. Although proportion and perspective are realistic
in some cases, especially those of larger buildings, mountains and landscape/
natural elements are not in realistic proportion to each other. Some views are
and very naturalistically, among them the cobbled path, bridges and rivers. A
few trees seem to be depicted naturalistically, especially the pandan palm. In
many cases the accurate carving of architectural forms, such as the umpak socles
juru kunci
measurements for me in May 2021.
A panel depicting the man and the panakawan is followed by two panels presenting landscape
and nature and dwellings, which are followed by a panel with the man and the panakawan.
Panels with other persons are interludes.
As mentioned earlier, this article does not offer a study of botanical details.
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man and the panakawan are pivotal elements, consistently carved in the same

(end of thirteenth
but these depictions of nature
Jawi in particular exhibit natural elements carved with exquisite delicacy. On
pendopo

more on Kendalisodo than on the Jawi reliefs.
and the latter is supposed to depict episodes of a Panji story. In contrast
to these, there is some confusion about a certain story-line on the Trowulan
reliefs as it seems nothing much is “happening”.

pendopo. (Photograph

Kieven 2013: 301-310.
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woman standing in a landscape with a cobble stone path along hills. (Photograph

The natural world also features on reliefs which depict kakawin stories,
presented as a complete landscape but has been reduced to details, mostly

not topics in themselves as they are in the Trowulan reliefs.

Kakawin Parthayajna

The natural world also features on reliefs which depict kakawin stories, for
presented as a complete landscape but has been reduced to details, mostly

are not topics in themselves as they are in the Trowulan reliefs.

Wacana

Figure 43.
Kakawin Arjunawiwaha
the heavenly nymphs try to seduce Arjuna who is practicing ascestism on Mount

NATURE IN OLD JAVANESE POETRY
Old Javanese poetry provides a large number of scenes which describe the
beauty of landscape. On their journeys, the heroes of the stories or other
protagonists, including the poet himself, wander freely in a natural setting. The
verses embellish the poem and arouse langö
and in the poet, as do erotic scenes and the descriptions of beautiful women.
of the Ramayana kakawin
in detail.
There is the Tamasa river: in unison the bees are humming loudly with the kuwong,

Radiant is the Sarayu - I am overcome with passion when I see it, so lovely and pure.

campagi.

luruk-luruk have their trees enclosed with a fence of

Old Javanese Ramayana.

Lydia Kieven, “The wandering poet”
The palasa
That he has put in a row and placed on the tree and thus hung up to dry.

The katang-katang
The wunga rumbu and rumbi are inserted in rows,
wunga landep are yellow and charming.

The verses mention hermitages located in natural settings, rivers as sources
Numerous other kakawin also contain beautiful descriptions of nature. The
Arjunawiwaha
seven widadari

The Arjunawijaya
of ascetics:

[...]

Immediately after passing along the winding mountain road,

Above was the hermitage of the great sage

318
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The Kakawin Sumanasantaka
narrates the journey of Prince Aja, is another outstanding poem replete with
descriptions of beauty in nature, landscape, dwellings, ponds, waterfalls,
The prince no longer sought his pleasure on the seashore but, without delay, set out on
this way to the mountains,
The fragrance of the endah ferns by mountain streams surpassed the perfume of face
powder.
[...]
A leaning pandanus covered by creepers was an ideal place which poets frequented to
trap birds.
The faultless bough of a campaka
below her.
[...]

For a long time, environment descriptions in kakawin
the real contemporary Javanese environment which underlay the kakawin
verses: “[...] the poet is presenting a picture of his own country and his own
society”.
Kakawin
Desawarnana / Nagarakrtagama
in which the
and his entourage around his realm in East Java, describing palaces, villages
and religious establishments, mountains, forest and animals. He creates a lively
picture of the Javanese world at the time.
Kakawin Siwaratrikalpa
plays another
particular role in Old Javanese literature: It tells the story of a lowly hunter,
not a kshatriya or member of the aristocracy or a heavenly being as in other
kakawin. The descriptions of his journey through nature reveal another character
which is more realistic and closer to Javanese life. The editors of the Kakawin
Siwaratrikalpa
story, the area of the Penanggungan-Arjuna mountain complex in East Java.
An intriguing element in the descriptions of landscape and nature is the “idea
to the depictions in the Trowulan panels.

Another example is Arjunawiwaha
visual depictions on the Trowulan panels.
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The gardens, ring-communities, sanctuaries, retreats and hermitages aroused his wonder.
A large river descended from the hills, its stream irrigating the crops.
Now there was a village which he also viewed from above, lying below in a valley between
the ridges.
[...]

sharp and clear.
The gardens were close together and laid out in rows, and the many coconut palms were
all shaded by mist.
[...]

Its portal stood out pure and clean, and the earthen wall was high, running around it
[...]

A great temple-complex from ancient times rose near a mountain stream, and the path
there was lonely.
[...]

[...]

[...]
To the north-east were freshly tended gardens, delighting and refreshing the heart of the
The steps in the path were overgrown by kanaka trees and croton bushes.
Pandan-wwan
the mist.
How they longed to be visited by the thunder, which would bring with it the rushing of
the rain!
As if downhearted they let their petals droop, petals on which some-one had jotted down
some poetry in a moment of inspiration:
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VISUAL DEPICTIONS AND LITERARY DESCRIPTIONS
Many elements in the literary descriptions of the environment and landscapes
in Old Javanese poetry equal the visual “descriptions” on the Trowulan
reliefs: details such as mountains, plants, ridges, bridges, trees, hermitages,
birds, which frequently enhance beauty in the texts.
In his discussion of landscape in the Kakawin Siwaratrikalpa, Teeuw et al.
close relationship between the literary and visual arts of ancient Java. In the past
these have often been treated as separate matters, whereas they are not only
complementary studies but can be of great assistance in the comprehension one
of the other”. I go a step farther by stating that, beyond being merely objects
The
performing arts are another medium. One of the focuses in my study of the
the literary and the visual media: “The interconnection between the literary
certain message is in fact crucial to my understanding of ancient Javanese
the story might be written by a poet, told by a story-teller, carved in stone by
an artist or performed by a singer or dancer. Many examples illustrate this
parallel, such as the Ramayana
from the Kakawin Ramayana
borrowed from the Panji story Wargasari. In these cases, there is the transfer of
a literary narrative into a visual form. In the case of the Trowulan reliefs, we
and “only” as a visual presentation.
Undoubtedly, the relief depictions on our panels match situations and
details which are described in Old Javanese literature. The verses quoted above
show that, for example, the Siwaratrikalpa and other kakawin correspond to

from the hills”. One particular characteristic feature is the view from above,

clear” (Arjunawijaya

From the Siwaratrikalpa

Siwaratrikalpa

. Two panels show little
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21, 22, 23 in paragraph
pandan palm:
“Pandan-wwan
(Siwaratrikalpa
“A leaning pandanus covered by creepers was an ideal place which poets frequented to
trap birds”.
(Sumanasantaka

The pandan
fronds, appears on a number of panels,
Pandan
fronds provided the writing material for the poet, therefore the trees can be
considered both an allusion to and a symbol of giving him the inspiration to
attempt to experience and arouse a vision of beauty for himself and for the
langö. Pandan palms on several of the
Trowulan panels might therefore be understood as a visual allusion to the
well as palaces and temples, hermitages, some standing alone or in groups
functions, related to different strata and groups of communities: rest-huts for
peasants, villages, hermitages, palaces, and temples. The higher the number
of posts (umpak
important the owner of the pendopo. One-pillared small buildings might
depict rest-houses (bale
elaborately decorated and covered with tiles, in some cases overlapping the
the Trowulan reliefs, clusters of small, almost miniature buildings presented
remoteness of hermitages and depict only complete temple buildings. It seems
the reliefs just reproduce scenes of prosperous life and abundant nature.
The correspondence between the relief depictions of landscape on the
Trowulan reliefs and the poetic descriptions in the Kakawin Siwaratrikalpa
is conspicuous. The character of the Siwaratrikalpa mirrors the simplicity of
the visual depictions of the Trowulan reliefs. In particular, the protagonist
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The Kakawin Nagarakrtagama is another important reference. Rather than
being a mythological narration, it refers directly to the historical, political and
religious situation of the Majapahit era. The Nagarakrtagama
Desawarnana

donations to religious communities and holy places including hermitages.
The prosperous countryside, dwellings, and religious sites described in the
the panakawan and holding a lontar
man with the panakawan in similar
surroundings does indeed create the impression of a long journey.
There is no evidence for a precise dating of the Trowulan reliefs. The

precise in our dating of the origin of the Trowulan reliefs. Since they have
been found in the region of Trowulan, the site of the capital of Majapahit, we
can assume the early-fourteenth century as the earliest date. In a nutshell, the

the underlying purpose of the decoration of a building in the area of the capital
of Majapahit could have been to re-arouse the glory and prosperity of the

reliefs, the number of panels depicting landscapes far exceeds, in fact, almost
in pendopo. Nevertheless, landscape, countryside, and nature are highlighted
as major topics, not just as settings for certain narrative scenes. Nature does
not witness a narrative, but a person acts as a witness of nature.
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panakawan and,
determined and since the whole set is incomplete, the issue of a storyline
remains an open question. Does the journey depicted even refer to a real
the Penanggungan-Arjuna mountain complex for the Siwaratrikalpa (Teeuw
Many kakawin narrate journeys and peregrinations of protagonists
and poets. Poets describe themselves as wandering in search of mystical
experiences.
appears in kakawins. There we see him, wandering amongst the beauties of
nature, through the mountains with their wooded slopes, their steep ravines
and sweeping views, along rivers winding through valleys [...]. It is in such
which he is able to perform ascetic practices”.
The purpose of writing the poem was to arouse langö, in both the poet
and the reader which could be done, among other activities, by describing
the visual presentation of the beauty of nature on the Trowulan reliefs
was also intended to arouse langö. I assume that the literary expression of
imparting langö parallels the visual expression. I also suggest that the beauty
on the Trowulan reliefs is meant to arouse langö in both the viewer and the
wandering man who might be the “poet”. In this sense, the poetry as a candi
bhasa (Arjunawijaya
candi bhasa in visual art. On
the other hand, the reliefs can also be considered as a transposition of the
Nagarakrtagama
literature and narrative reliefs, I suggest these two sides are also manifest on
the Trowulan reliefs.
A number of scholars have discussed landscape and countryside in Old
ancient Javanese art, in particular the Trowulan reliefs. In his discussion of
points: the surroundings described in the kakawin are based on realistic
beauty of nature and landscape is a means to coalesce with the realm of

Hariwangsa.
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the Kakawin Ramayana, Hariwangsa, Sutasoma, and Siwaratrikalpa

concept the mystic and spiritual experience which imparts langö as a means
beauty of landscape is part of a political concept

the experience of beauty

Referring to the ”view from above”, as described in the Siwaratrikalpa, Day
notes that, “Not every representation of a natural scene in early Java
symbolic: it is that of the gods or of those who meditate on mountain heights
in order to contact divinity”. Turning to the reliefs, he argues that although
the landscape is not shown in a realistic perspective, other examples of reliefs
of depicting perspective in ancient Javanese art.
is that in the kekawin literature, as in the reliefs, nature is viewed from above

activity”.
Da

sawah

taman

Ancient Javanese representations,

temples and pleasu

“nature” vs. “culture”, which means the
opposition of wilderness vs. cultivation Day (
of the Sumanasantaka
another perspective by using the categories “society” vs. “wilderness”. The
journey of Prince Aja, the protagonist of the Sumanasantasa
different spaces: 1. palace, 2. countryside, 3. seashore, 4. forested mountains,
Day does not explicitly mention an example. Here I indicate the depiction of a kraton or temple
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human society, seashore and forested mountains represent wilderness, before
humans, the wilderness is “beyond the reach of royal authority and courtly
is a progress from the cultivated world, proceeding to a higher step which is
the untamed world providing experience of asceticism and rapture, reaching
orders the world which then provides the possibility to reach unity with the
divine.
writing of kakawin
80

Supomo argues that poets authored their kakawin epics in a state of ecstatic rapture
(alangö
imbued with the authority of this deity. [...] their poems were candi bhasa, ‘temples
aspects of their contemporary world designated by the allegorical references
woven into the fabric of their poetry.

Is the man wandering through cultivated nature and in the wilderness a poet
candi bhasa

CONCLUSION
To phrase it in different terms:
depictions of landscape and the natural world on these reliefs which differ
My discussions and considerations provide a tentative picture: There
is both a political-profane dimension and a religious-sacral dimension. The
visual display of the Nagarakrtagama
through this realm witnesses the order bestowed on wild nature which has
Sumanasantaka. Other
authors having discussed issues of landscape, countryside, agriculture, nature, contemporary
80
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be transferred when they go on a journey through the countryside themselves
and witness the royal power.
The same holds true for the sacral dimension: The protagonist in the relief
depictions indicates that both tamed and untamed nature are manifestations
of the Divine order and as places in which unity with the Divine through langö
can be experienced, as a kawi
Therefore, in both cases: Nature is the medium through which experience
an intermediary who connects the everyday world with a world beyond.
Those viewing the relief walls only need to follow and do the same as the
visit dwellings and hermitages et cetera.

the eye can spot, detect and select details. It offers the viewers many options
which can differ from one person to another: Some might be attracted by the
dwellings, others by ravines, others by trees, yet others by hermitages, others
not get lost: The connection is the path winding through all depictions, be this
along mountains, bridges, dwellings. And one is always guided by the man
who sometimes even raises his hand to indicate the path in front of him. The
persons on the journey could not get lost.
the sacral was deliberately intended by the creators of the reliefs. However,
as literary art might always have different levels of functions and symbolism:
on a basic level, the “watching” and “reading” might just provide pleasure
and, after having stepped through a process, on an advanced level it might
arouse deeper insights into certain aspects. Independent of the profane or
sacral function of the original site, I suggest that the elaborateness of depictions
own topic in itself, as it also was in Old Javanese literature, both a means to
seems to be independent of the original function of the building.
man
mundane and the supra-mundane world. On the Trowulan reliefs, it is not
the narrative which conveys a message but the medium is the natural world
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character of the man who connects with the common people. The pointing

of experiencing the search of the Divine.
continuous process from cultivated via wild nature to the spiritual unity with
the Divine can be applied to my understanding of the role of nature on the
Trowulan reliefs.
holding the lontar, searching for beauty and observing nature to create langö,
the man acquires inspiration from nature to pen his beautiful verses. The
frequent depictions of the pandanus palm could underline the role of the poet.
Again, the depiction of the poet has the same function as an intermediary
On a more mundane level, I want to raise another option of interpretation:
could represent a tax-collector mangilala drawya haji, who is
often mentioned in Old Javanese texts and in inscriptions. He would have held
a lontar
sima tax collectors had
a special status in ancient Javanese society, standing both outside the palace
81
Their journey
through the countryside would have documented and manifested the rule
I consider the panakawan
a typical feature on the narrative reliefs of the East Javanese period, on which
he commonly accompanies the protagonist. Here, he might even highlight
people to follow the journey.
the option of a similar arrangement to the arrangement of reliefs on the
placement of the relief panels was on the sides of a pendopo terrace and not
the building was
part of a temple complex or of the outer court area. Even the confusing data
archaeological information about the site is required.

81

haji.

More

sima and mangilala drawya
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Divine. Hopefully, the many unsolved problems might be seen in the light
of opening doors for future research.
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APPENDIX
List of OD photos, used in the article, and corresponding inventory numbers at MNI,
which are based on the catalogue by Groeneveldt 1887
OD photo
number

Inventory
number in
Groeneveldt

Height following
Groeneveldt
in cm

423

Notes

additional photo:
of the panel

424
additional photos:
each other
428
430
431
432
433

434

------

number written on the bottom of
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References concerning data about the reliefs from Trowulan (screenshots)
NBG 1880:

W.P. Groeneveldt (1887)
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Catalogue inventory numbers:
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